6G Keyboard Mechanism

The market leader in articulating keyboard systems for nearly a decade, Humanscale introduces its most advanced keyboard mechanism yet.

Featuring a lightweight, ultra-thin profile, the 6G provides unmatched function and utility in the simplest mechanism on the market today.

Features

- Intuitive height adjustment without locks, levers or controls
- Dial-a-tilt positioning
- Ultra-thin profile for maximum knee clearance
- Superior design provides maximum stability
- Raised tilt mech protects keyboard from collisions with desk edge
- Optional white finish for clean, modern aesthetic
- Utilizes 30% less steel than similar mechanisms, reducing environmental impact
- Weights 25% less than similar mechanisms

Specifications

- Height adjustment range: 7”
- Tilt adjustment range: 0° to –15°
- Weight: 6.5 pounds
- Finish options: Black or White
- Exceeds all BIFMA standards
- Made primarily of powder-coated steel
- 30% recycled and 98% recyclable content
- May contribute to a number of LEED-CI, -NC and -EB credits
- 15-year 24/7 warranty